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Fast excitatory neurotransmission in the central nervous system
occurs at specialized synaptic junctions between neurons, where a
high concentration of glutamate directly activates receptor
channels. Low-af®nity AMPA (a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl iso-
xazole propionic acid) and kainate glutamate receptors are also
expressed by some glial cells1, including oligodendrocyte precur-
sor cells (OPCs). However, the conditions that result in activation
of glutamate receptors on these non-neuronal cells are not known.
Here we report that stimulation of excitatory axons in the
hippocampus elicits inward currents in OPCs that are mediated
by AMPA receptors. The quantal nature of these responses and
their rapid kinetics indicate that they are produced by the
exocytosis of vesicles ®lled with glutamate directly opposite
these receptors. Some of these AMPA receptors are permeable to
calcium ions, providing a link between axonal activity and inter-
nal calcium levels in OPCs. Electron microscopic analysis revealed
that vesicle-®lled axon terminals make synaptic junctions with the

processes of OPCs in both the young and adult hippocampus.
These results demonstrate the existence of a rapid signalling path-
way from pyramidal neurons to OPCs in the mammalian hippo-
campus that is mediated by excitatory, glutamatergic synapses.

Oligodendrocytes in the mammalian central nervous system
develop from a population of precursor cells during late gestational
and early postnatal life2, providing the insulating sheaths of myelin
necessary for rapid conduction of action potentials along axons.
These precursors or OPCs were identi®ed anatomically as smooth
protoplasmic astrocytes based on their unique stellate morphology3,
and their properties have been studied both in culture (termed O-
2A cells)4±6 and in acutely isolated tissue (termed glial precursors or
complex cells)1,7. Glutamate receptor activation in these cells inhib-
its their proliferation and maturation into oligodendrocytes8, and
prolonged exposure to glutamate causes excitotoxic degeneration9.
Despite the potential importance of this pathway in the develop-
ment and regeneration of myelin, it is not known how these
receptors are activated in vivo. Glutamate has been shown to
reach other glial cells by diffusion from nearby synaptic clefts
following vesicular release10, or by reverse transport along axons11.

To determine how glutamate reaches AMPA receptors on OPCs,
we made whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from OPCs in the
hippocampus and measured their response to stimulation of
afferent excitatory axons. OPCs located in the stratum radiatum
region of area CA1 exhibited small Na+ currents, large A-type and
delayed recti®er K+ currents, and did not ®re action potentials
(Fig. 1a) (n = 28). Electrical stimulation in stratum radiatum
elicited inward currents in OPCs that had rapid kinetics (Fig. 1b).
Cells with these properties had a stellate morphology, with thin,
highly branched processes that extended from a small cell body (Fig.
1c). They were identi®ed as OPCs by their immunoreactivity to
NG2 (Fig. 1d, e, n = 10/10), a proteoglycan that is only expressed by
OPCs in this region12. These NG2-positive cells were immunone-
gative for glial ®brillary acidic protein (n = 3/3), while astrocytes
recorded from under similar conditions were immunopositive (n =
8/8 groups of cells).

Paired stimuli produced currents in OPCs that were larger
(P2/P1 = 1.7 6 0.1, n = 16) and exhibited fewer apparent failures
following the second stimulus (Fig. 2a), similar to paired-pulse
facilitation of excitatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) in CA1
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Figure 1 Synaptic responses from identi®ed OPCs in hippocampal slices. a, Current-

clamp recording of membrane responses to current injection (-80 to 140 pA; step size,

20 pA). b, Evoked responses to Schaffer collateral/commissural ®bre stimulation,

recorded in voltage-clamp (holding potential, -90 mV; lower trace) and current-clamp

(membrane potential = -90 mV; upper trace). Traces are averages of 15 consecutive

responses recorded from the same cell. Stimulus: 30 mA, 100 ms. c, Reconstruction of a

biocytin-®lled OPC. d, Micrograph of the same OPC as in d, visualized by AMCA-

conjugated streptavidin. e, NG2-immunoreactivity of same region of the slice as shown in

d. Scale bars for c and d, 20 mm; d and e are at the same magni®cation.
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pyramidal neurons. These currents were blocked by the competitive
AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist 2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sul-
phamoyl-benzo(F)quinoxaline (NBQX, 5 mM; n = 28) (Fig. 2a),
and strongly inhibited (.95%) by 1-(4-aminophenyl)-4-methyl-
7,8-methylenedioxy-5H-2,3-benzodiazepine hydrochloride (GYKI
52466, 50 mM), a non-competitive AMPA receptor antagonist (n =
4). Cyclothiazide (CTZ, 100 mM), which potentiates currents
mediated by AMPA, but not kainate receptors13, increased the
amplitude (282 6 41%, n = 12) and slowed the time constant of
decay (tcontrol = 1.21 6 0.09 ms, tCTZ = 3.76 6 0.14 ms, n = 12) of
evoked responses. The sensitivity of these currents to both CTZ and
GYKI 52466 indicates that they are mediated by AMPA receptors.
Evoked currents in OPCs were also reversibly blocked by Cd2+

(30 mM), indicating that they are dependent on Ca2+ release
mechanisms and are not produced by reverse transport of

glutamate11,14 (Fig. 2b). EPSCs in CA1 pyramidal neurons are
markedly enhanced by antagonists of A1 adenosine receptors,
such as 8-cyclopentyltheophylline (CPT), resulting from the relief
of presynaptic inhibition by ambient adenosine15. The amplitudes of
OPC responses were also increased (252 6 41%, n = 6) by CPT
(1 mM), indicating that the release of glutamate onto OPCs is under
similar inhibitory control (Fig. 2b).

AMPA receptors lacking the edited GluRB (GluR2) subunit are
permeable to Ca2+ and exhibit rectifying current±voltage (I±V)
relationships due to channel block by internal polyamines16. To
determine whether AMPA receptors activated in OPCs with axonal
stimulation were permeable to Ca2+, we examined the I±V relation-
ship of evoked responses. Slight inward recti®cation was observed
under control conditions that was enhanced by including spermine
(25 mM) in the internal solution (Fig. 2c), indicating that Ca2+-
permeable AMPA receptors contribute to the evoked synaptic
currents. In addition, these currents were inhibited by Joro spider
toxin (5 mM, n = 4), a selective antagonist of Ca2+-permeable
AMPA/kainate receptors13. These results indicate that activity of
glutamatergic afferents is linked to Ca2+ entry into OPCs.

Axons from CA3 pyramidal neurons form synapses with den-
dritic spines of CA1 pyramidal neurons in the stratum radiatum
region16. To test whether excitatory inputs to OPCs also arise from
CA3 pyramidal neurons, we recorded from OPCs in stratum
radiatum of area CA1 and focally applied L-glutamate (200 mM)
onto the cell body layer of area CA3 (Fig. 2d). In several cells (3/11),
glutamate application elicited brief bursts of inward currents in

Figure 2 Properties of excitatory responses in OPCs. a, Facilitation of evoked responses

by paired stimuli. Evoked inward currents were blocked by NBQX (5 mM). Traces at right

are averages of 15 consecutive responses. b, Plot of peak amplitudes of evoked

responses that were increased by CPT (1 mM) and blocked by cadmium `Cd' (CdCl2,

30 mM) or NBQX (5 mM). Traces at right are averages of 15 consecutive responses. c, I±V

relationship of evoked responses under control conditions (open circles), or with spermine

(25 mM) in the intracellular solution (®lled squares). ACSF contained CTZ (100 mM) and

CPT (1 mM). Traces at right are averages of 10 consecutive responses recorded at -80 to

100 mV (step size, 20 mV). d, Puffer application of L-glutamate (200 mM, 50 ms; down

arrow) onto CA3 pyramidal neurons (diagram at left) elicited bursts of inward currents in

OPCs that were blocked by TTX (1 mM). Traces at right are overlays of 5 consecutive

sweeps.
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Figure 3 Quantal EPSCs in OPCs are elicited by a brief, high concentration of glutamate.

Pardaxin (2 mM) triggered bursts of mEPSCs in OPCs (a) and CA1 pyramidal neurons (b).

c, Amplitude distribution of mEPSCs recorded from an OPC. d, Average time course of

169 mEPSCs recorded from an OPC. Thick line is a single exponential ®t to the decay.

a, c, d are from the same cell. e, Concentration dependence of the kinetics of AMPA/

kainate receptors in outside-out patches from OPCs. Traces are averages of 30

consecutive responses. f, The rising phase of responses in e shown scaled to the peak of

the response to 10 mM L-glutamate.
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OPCs (Fig. 2d). These glutamate-evoked currents were blocked by
the Na+ channel antagonist, tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 mM), indicating
that they were dependent on propagation of action potentials from
CA3. Because the only glutamatergic neurons located in the CA3
region are pyramidal neurons16, these results suggest that Schaffer
collateral axons of CA3 pyramidal neurons provide excitatory input
to both OPCs and CA1 pyramidal neurons.

Spontaneous fusion of transmitter-®lled vesicles occurs at indi-
vidual excitatory synapses in the absence of action potentials,

resulting in miniature EPSCs (mEPSCs)17. Similar miniature
AMPA receptor-mediated currents were observed in OPCs at a
very low frequency (,0.01 Hz). Brief application of the presynaptic
neurotoxin pardaxin (2 mM), which enhances the frequency of
vesicular release from nerve terminals18, caused the appearance of
high-frequency bursts of mEPSCs in both OPCs (n = 11 cells) (Fig.
3a) and CA1 pyramidal neurons (n = 6 cells) (Fig. 3b); similar bursts
were induced in OPCs by a-latrotoxin (2 nM, n = 4 cells). The
amplitudes of mEPSCs recorded from OPCs were highly variable
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Figure 4 Excitatory synaptic responses were evoked in OPCs from both young and adult

animals. EPSCs from OPCs in hippocampal slices prepared from different age animals

were blocked by NBQX (5 mM). Stimulus intensity was 20±30 mA, 100 ms. ACSF

contained CPT (1 mM). Lower traces show membrane responses of OPCs from these age

animals to current injection (-60 and 120 pA).

Figure 5 Electron micrographs of the synaptic relationships of OPCs. a±d, Serial sections

of a process (black, peroxidase reaction) from a physiologically identi®ed, biocytin labelled

OPC receiving a synapse (arrow) from a bouton (b) that also gives a synapse to a dendritic

spine (s). The OPC process approaches the spine postsynaptic density to within ,110 nm

(c). e, f, Silver-intensi®ed gold reaction of an OPC (inset, light micrograph) process reveals

the thinner postsynaptic membrane specialization (arrows) as compared with the

postsynaptic density (between double arrows) of a spine (s) innervated by the same bouton

(b). g, Another bouton (b) made a synapse (arrow) only with an OPC process. h, i, NG2-

immunopositive OPC (inset) visualized with an antibody to an extracellular epitope,

resulting in silver/gold particles (electron-opaque dots) surrounding OPC processes in

stratum radiatum of adult rat. The postsynaptic membrane specialization is thinner than

that of neighbouring synapses on dendritic spines (asterisks). Scale bars for a±i, 0.2 mm;

scale bars in insets, 10 mm.
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(coef®cient of variance, 35 6 4%; mean amplitude, 15 6 3 pA; n =
11 cells), and did not conform to a normal distribution (Fig. 3c),
similar to mEPSCs recorded from neurons in many brain regions17.
The small size of the mEPSCs and the indication that they arise from
Schaffer collateral ®bres that have a low release probability19,
suggests that approximately 60 inputs would have to be stimulated
to elicit a -100 pA synaptic current in an OPC. The average time
course of these mEPSCs was very fast, rising in 259 6 15 ms (20±
80%; range, 179±335 ms; n = 11 cells) and decaying with a time
constant of 983 6 58 ms (range, 700±1,250 ms; n = 11 cells) (Fig. 3d).

To estimate the amount of glutamate necessary to produce AMPA
receptor-mediated mEPSCs in OPCs, we measured the concentration-
dependence of the kinetics of these receptors in isolation, by
applying different concentrations of glutamate to outside-out
patches removed from OPCs. A concentration of 3 mM L-glutamate
was necessary to produce currents with a rise time similar to the
mEPSCs (10 mM, 180 6 29 ms; 3 mM, 286 6 48 ms; 1 mM, 397 6
56 ms; 300 mM, 1,184 6 191 ms; n = 5) (Fig. 3e, f). These data and
the less than threefold increase in OPC synaptic responses produced
by CTZ20 indicates that the mEPSCs are not produced by a low
concentration glutamate diffusing out of nearby neuronal
synapses10. These results suggest that numerous excitatory synapses
are formed on OPCs.

The link between glutamate receptor activation and OPC
differentiation8 raised the possibility that these excitatory synapses
are present only during early development. However, OPCs with
similar electrophysiological properties were identi®ed in slices
prepared from both young (postnatal day 7, P7, n = 4; P21, n =
10), and mature animals (P66, n = 5) (Fig. 4), consistent with
previous immunocytochemical results indicating that these cells are
abundant in both developing and adult brain7,12, and OPCs from all
ages received similar excitatory synaptic input (Fig. 4).

Biocytin loading of OPCs made it possible to identify the
relationships of their processes to neuronal synaptic membranes.
Electron microscopy revealed presynaptic transmitter release sites
that were identi®ed on the basis of clustering of synaptic vesicles to a
membrane region exhibiting electron-opaque clumps of granular
material (presynaptic dense projections) (Fig. 5). In the ®rst type of
synaptic relationship, OPC processes were directly apposed to
presynaptic release sites as seen for cells visualized by peroxidase
(n = 2) (Fig. 5a±d, g) or gold/silver (n = 2) methods (Fig. 5e, f).
Axonal and glial membranes were rigidly apposed in the synaptic
junction (49 synapses, 7±19 per cell, 44 completely serially sec-
tioned), and contained electron-opaque cleft material and an intra-
cleft disk. Four presynaptic terminals also made another synaptic
junction with a nearby dendritic spine in the sectioned zone
(Fig. 5b±g), con®rming the common origin of innervating afferents
from CA3. The postsynaptic membrane specialization of the glial
membrane was much thinner than that of nearby type 1 synapses on
spines (Fig. 5e, f, h, i), and most synaptic junctions received by
OPCs were small (largest extent: 0.211 6 0.077 mm (s.d.); range,
0.062±0.430 mm). The existence of direct synaptic junctions on
OPCs suggests that they are responsible for the fast synaptic
currents.

In the second type of synaptic relationship, the processes of OPCs
were closely aligned to the synaptic cleft of axo-spinous synaptic
junctions (Fig. 5c, h). The closest distance between the edge of the
postsynaptic density and the OPC process was 74 6 6 nm (range,
38±136 nm; n = 22; P21 rat). In a series of sections, 22 close
alignments to spine synapses and 19 direct synapses were found
over 101 mm2 of OPC membrane, representing about 2.5% of the
cell. If cells in vivo receive a similar innervation, this suggests that an
OPC can receive about 800 direct synapses.

The perisynaptic location of some OPC processes is similar to
astrocytic21 and Bergmann glial cell processes3. Glutamate concen-
tration peaks at less than 200 mM at Bergmann glial membranes
following release at climbing ®bre±Purkinje neuron synapses in the

cerebellum20,22, producing slow AMPA receptor-mediated currents
in these cells (20±80% rise time, 1 ms; half decay time, 4.2 ms)22.
The fast kinetics of OPC responses make it unlikely that they are
produced by spillout of glutamate from nearby neuronal synapses.
However, the frequent close opposition of OPC processes to axo-
spinous synapses raises the possibility that these cells modulate
neuronal synaptic transmission.

It is possible that synapses on OPCs are formed only following
slice preparation. Immunogold/silver labelling of OPCs in situ, for
an extracellular epitope of the NG2 proteoglycan in the CA1
hippocampal area from perfusion ®xed adult and developing rats,
revealed direct synaptic junctions (Fig. 5h, i) (n = 24; 22 completely
sectioned) with similar characteristics to those observed in acutely
isolated tissue. These results indicate that neuron±OPC synapses
are present in vivo.

Oligodendrocyte development is regulated by secreted factors7

and direct cell±cell interactions23. This evidence of functional
glutamatergic synapses between CA3 pyramidal neurons and CA1
OPCs in the hippocampus during the period of oligodendrocyte
maturation2, provides a pathway for axons to regulate myelination.
In the adult central nervous system, OPCs remain numerous in the
grey matter where myelination is sparse, and they do not readily
proliferate to replace oligodendrocytes that have been damaged or
lost through lesions24 or demyelinating diseases such as multiple
sclerosis25; this suggests that OPCs are not maintained solely as a
reservoir for further oligodendrocyte production. The persistence of
a rapid excitatory signalling pathway between axons and OPCs
raises the possibility of an additional neuromodulatory role for
these cells, possibly through the release of neuroactive substances in
response to glutamatergic synaptic input. M

Methods
Slice preparation

Hippocampal slices were prepared from male Sprague±Dawley rats (12±16 d old) in
accordance with a protocol approved by the Department of Animal Care at OHSU as
described26, and maintained in a solution consisting of (in mM): 119 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2.5
CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 1 NaH2PO4, 26.2 NaHCO3 and 11 glucose, saturated with 95% O2/5%
CO2.

Electrophysiology

Putative OPCs located in stratum radiatum of area CA1 were visualized with infrared/
Nomarski videomicroscopy. Cells were selected for recording that had a small round cell
body (soma diameter ,10 mm), with no large processes extending from it. The internal
solution for current-clamp recordings contained (in mM): 130 K-methanesulphonate, 20
HEPES, 10 EGTA, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na-GTP; pH 7.3, and for voltage-clamp recordings
contained (in mM): 100 Cs-methanesulphonate, 20 TEA-Cl, 20 HEPES, 10 EGTA, 1
MgCl2, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP; pH 7.3. Holding potentials have been adjusted for a 10-
mV junction potential (K-methanesulphonate, 10.2 mV; Cs-methanesulphonate,
10.4 mV). The input resistance of OPCs was 257 6 28 MQ (n = 23) with K-methanesul-
phonate, and .1 GQ with Cs-methanesulphonate.

Evoked responses were elicited with a constant-current stimulator (Winston Electro-
nics) using bipolar stainless-steel electrodes (tip separation , 200 mm) placed in stratum
radiatum .50 mm from the cell (stimulus: 10±40 mA, 100 ms). Current-clamp recordings
were made using an Axoclamp-2A ampli®er (Axon Instruments). Whole-cell evoked
currents were recorded at -90 mV using an Axopatch 200A (Axon Instruments), ®ltered at
2 kHz and sampled at 10±50 kHz. Exogenous L-glutamate (200 mM) was ejected from a
patch pipette to stratum pyramidale of area CA3 with pulses of nitrogen (50 ms, 9 p.s.i.)
using a picospritzer (General Valve) (Fig. 2d). Spontaneous EPSCs were recorded in the
presence of 100 mM picrotoxin and 5 mM SR-95531. Averages of mEPSCs were collected
from at least 150 events.

Outside-out patches were removed from cell bodies of OPCs and solutions were rapidly
applied, as described22. Patch currents were ®ltered at 5 kHz and sampled at 50 kHz, and
were made with the Cs-methanesulphonate-based internal solution. The external solution
contained (in mM): 135 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.3 MgCl2, 20 HEPES; pH 7.2.

All experiments were performed at 22±24 8C. Data are expressed as mean 6 standard
error, except where noted. Coef®cient of variation was calculated as: (standard deviation/
mean) ´ 100.

Histology

OPCs were ®lled with biocytin (0.15%). The seal was then destroyed with large negative
current pulses (to prevent removal of the cell body with the pipette), and the slice ®xed. For
electron microscopy, slices were ®xed in 3.4% paraformaldehyde, 1.25% glutaraldehyde in
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0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), freeze-thawed and resectioned at 60 mm. Biocytin was
visualized with an avidin-biotinylated-HRP using diaminobenzidine or 1 nm gold-
conjugated streptavidin (Nanoprobes). Electron microscopic sections were contrasted
with lead citrate. One physiologically identi®ed OPC (P21 rat) was ®xed 4 h after slice
preparation and evaluated in 23 continuous electron microscopy serial sections,
measuring the circumference of its processes. The sections, taken at a level of about half
radius of the volume occupied by the cell, covered a depth of 1.61 mm and contained
101 mm2 of OPC membrane, estimated by multiplying the circumference of processes by
the estimated section thickness of 70 nm. Assuming isotropic distribution of the processes
(total diameter, 65 mm), about 2.5% of the cell was sampled. Distance from axo-spinous
synapses to OPC processes was measured in a straight line for distances less than 150 nm
without any intervening cellular elements.

For immunocytochemistry, slices were ®xed in 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.05% glutar-
aldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), and resectioned at 60 mm. Antibodies to
NG2 were provided by W. B. Stallcup and A. Nishiyama. Anti-rat-NG2 antibodies (ab-
NG2EC, 2.8 mg ml-1) were raised in rabbit to a polypeptide representing the extracellular
domain (residues 1±2,223)27. Monoclonal antibodies (D4, culture-supernatant, diluted
1:50) were raised to rat NG228. Both antibodies label a broad band of relative molecular
mass (Mr) of ,400K to 800K on western blots of extracts from rat brain and also from
transfected cell lines expressing rat NG2 (A. Nishiyama, personal communication).
Guinea pig antibodies to GFAP (1:500) were obtained from Advanced Immunochemicals.
Triple ¯uorescence immunolabelling was performed29 using AMCA-conjugated strepta-
vidin (Vector Labs) for biocytin, Alexa 488-conjugated anti-rabbit or anti-mouse IgG
(Molecular Probes) for NG2, and CY3-conjugated anti-guinea pig IgG (Jackson Labs) for
GFAP.

Two adult (.P60) and two developing (P19, 21) male rats (Wistar) were anaesthetized,
®xed and immunoreacted with ab-NG2EC (1:500) using silver intensi®ed pre-embedding
immunogold reaction (1.4 nm gold conjugated secondary antibody, Nanoprobes) as
described30. Because these antibodies recognize an extracellular epitope, only the silver
intensi®ed immunogold labelling method is suitable for identifying glial processes in the
neuropil. No labelling was detected when speci®c antibodies were replaced with normal
serum of the same species or when primary antibody was omitted.

Materials

Pardaxin and a-latrotoxin were purchased from Alamone Labs. All other drugs were
purchased from RBI (USA).
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The Fringe protein of Drosophila and its vertebrate homologues
function in boundary determination during pattern formation1±9.
Fringe has been proposed to inhibit Serrate±Notch signalling but
to potentiate Delta±Notch signalling10. Here we show that Fringe
and Notch form a complex through both the Lin±Notch repeats
and the epidermal growth factor repeats 22±36 (EGF22±36) of
Notch when they are co-expressed. The Abruptex59b(Ax59b) and
AxM1 mutations, which are caused by missense mutations in EGF
repeats 24 and 25, respectively, abolish the Fringe±Notch inter-
action through EGF22-36, whereas the l(1)NB mutation in the
third Lin±Notch repeat of Notch abolishes the interaction
through Lin±Notch repeats. Ax mutations also greatly affect the
Notch response to ectopic Fringe in vivo. Results from in vitro
protein mixing experiments and subcellular colocalization
experiments indicate that the Fringe±Notch complex may form
before their secretion. These ®ndings explain how Fringe acts cell-
autonomously to modulate the ligand preference of Notch and
why the Fringe±Notch relationship is conserved between phyla
and in the development of very diverse structures.

Fringe (Fng), an extracellular protein, determines the boundary
of two different cell populations during the development of diverse
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